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Page 2Publicada for 4 years No Comments Thanks for clicking my question. This is my first post on this sub as well hello! Is there an official download site for people who have purchased Guitar Hero 3 for PC and have their Serial Code? I don't want to risk using a public torrent if I don't have to. If any
kind soul would be willing to rip their DVD into an ISO and share it with me I would ever be so grateful. Maybe I can return the favor somehow. For example, I think I have a spare copy of Terraria that I could give to you on steam.P.S. The absolute safest way is probably to buy a new copy of the game
(like on Amazon Prime for $18), but I'm and adult with like tickets and stuff now like that, I may not be spending much on games anymore. Thanks again for your time. Page 2 (page 2) No Comments Hiya, just noticed that this sub exists, does anyone know a reliable and secure place to download
GH3PC? Thanks in advance! Page 2 (page 2) No Comments I've been watching youtubers like guitarherophenom and UKogmonkey and they all play on pc with custom songs etc. How do i get guitar hero 3 on pc? Since I can't find the disk online anywhere. There's a download somewhere I can touch it.
Can I also use my Xbox 360 guitar with the PC version? Any help would be appreciated I want to play the game on pc, and I'm willing to pay for the game if that's even an option. I just want to play on my keyboard or something and wonder what options I had. I tried some torrents but they didn't work to
say the least. Please help, thanks in advance. Page 2Publicada peru/[deleted]2 years ago No Comments Hello /u/Plumato, /u/_guppster, /u/inventor211, and anyone else willing to help me. I haven't played GH3 in a long time and would really like to get back into it but I don't have the game on PC or a
guitar. Could someone point me in the right direction to buy or download the game? Also the guitar suggestions would be appreciated as well. Thanks in advance. The question on and they lose a lot of the game and went to las vegas and there were many of these gh3 recreational machines (I played
them a lot tho) but where can i buy or download the game on pc?
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